
The legal nature of media rights in
sport: part two '
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The United States titular goodwill. They were consequently
entitled to protect their name, reputation,
goodwill and business interests against
wrongful competition.'o in (Jn/vars/p of
Notre Dame Du Lac v. TwentietPI Century-
Fox FI/m Corp '' the New York Court of
Appeals filrther stated that the mere use of
the claimant's name and symbols, includ-
ing images of the claimant's footballteam,
boiled down to the defendant assuming
the proprietary interest of the claimant,
commercially exploiting the interest with-
out the authority of the owner, diluting the
economic value of the interest and thereby
creating a risk of loss for the claimants.
This in itself amounted to wrongful com-
petition and it was not necessary for this
purpose that the claimant had to demon-
strate any degree of passing oe. i2

Haelan Laboratories lute v. Topps Chew-
ing(;z/m .f/u,n where the court, referring
to the J14adlson Sqzmre Garden casein, held
that a right to publicity indeed exists. Such
a right can only be meaningful if the hold-
er of the right could exploit it exclusively
and prevent others 6om using the image
6or commercial gain without the consent
of the rightful owner. The basis for the
protection of the right to publicity in ac-
cordance with these principles therefore
lies exclusively in the financial interest
inherent in the image of the individual.iP it
is consequently clear that media rights in
sport in general, just like publicity rights
of each individual, are protected in the
United States based on the principle that
everyone is entitled to protect their name,
reputation, goodwill and business inter-
ests against wrongful competition.20

The legal position in the United States
relating to media rights in spot't i$ still
largely as laid down in Pirfs6z//Xh .4//z/e/-
lc.3 The court in this case noted a number
of reasons why a proprietary interest wor-
thy of protection indeed existed in sports
events:

l the specific baseball club had built a
sports stadium at great cost and con-
tinued to incur expenses for the main-
tenance thereof!
the club ensured that players were well
compensated for their participation in
the relevant matches;

the club created a spectacle by organ-
ising the games;
the club controlled access to the sta-

dium and the games played there and
baseball fans who wished to attend the

games were required to pay an entry
6ee for the privilege to do so.4
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Edwardsi3 is of the opinion that there is a
close link between media rights in sport
and every individual's common law right
of publicity which is derived from the
right to privacy in a number of US states.
The right to privacy is protected by way of
the tort of Imasfon ofpr/vaq,. n This farr
can be committed in any one of four ways.
Privacy is violated by:

However, this protection is not absolute
and in the M)fre Z)ame case2ithe New York
Court of Appeals explained that the right
to freedom of speech in the First Amend-
ment placed a restriction to allow room
for news reporting, discussion, criticism
and satire.z However, if the broadcast had
taken place with the intent of gaining a
commercial advantage from the goodwill
and reputation of the sports club, reliance
could not be placed on the First Amend-
ment for protection.23 in Wsconsin /n/er-
schotastic Athletic Association v. Gannett
Cb /nd4 the Seventh Circuit of the Federal
Court of Appeals distinguished between
reporting or news coverage of a sports
event which is protected by the First
Amendment and thus permissible, as op-
posed to die broadcast of the entire event,
which is not protected and not permissible
without the necessary consent. The coup't
ruled that the First Amendment does not
allow the media to usurp the labour of
others without consent or rendering some
consideration in return.25

The eHort and cost which the club was

prepared to incur for staging baseball
games resulted in the proprietary interest
being vested in he club. These included
the exclusive rights, at least while games
were in process, to disseminate or publish
news, reports, commentary or descrip-
tions of the games, as well as the right to
transfer such rights to licensees. Any un-
authorised broadcasts of games infringed
on these exclusive rights of the club and
constituted wrongful competition.s

l
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intruding into the physical and inti-
mate sphere of the claimant;
through publication in breach of the
general values of decency and respect-
ability;
through publication which puts the
claimant in a false light, and
by using the images of the claimant
for commercial gain without his or her
consent.-'

The ruling has since been followed by
courts in some US states in actions relat-
ing to media rights in sports, while the

courts in other states had, apparently as a
result of their own analysis of the applica-
ble !aw, come to similar conclusions7.

The fourth category is also known as the
tort of commercial appropriation or the
tort o/violatiorl of the right to publicity.'6
This relationship between media rights in
sport and the common law rights to pub-
licity of the individual is abundantly clear.
The/oczzs c/msicm with respect to the in-
dividual's right to publicity in the United
States is the judgment of the Second Cir-
cuit of the Federal Court of Appeals in

In the A4adfson Sgzzare Ga/lien cdsc8 the
New York Court of Appeals followed a
similar approach9 and added that the own-
ers of a sports arena and the .New bork
Rangers ice hockey team had with great
diligence and at great cost built up a par-

Conversely the Federal district court in
Natioml Football League 'p. Governor of
f/ze Stare (#'Z)e/aware20 ruled that the Del-
aware lottery, which in eject allowed par-
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ticipants to gamble on the weekly results
of American football matches, was not
unlawful as the defendants had in no way
used any symbols, trademarks or trade
names of the claimant and only made use
of infomiation -- match fixtures and final
results -- which the claimant had already
published and the defendant could have
obtained from several public sources.
The mere fact that the defendant had ben-
efited from the popularity of football was
not sufhcient for the conduct to be clas-
sified as wrongful competition.27 in CBC
Dish'ibution arid Marketing Inc v. Moor
League Baseball Advanced Media LPU
the Eighth Circuit of the Federal Court of
Appeals reached the same conclusion with
respect to fantasy sports leagues.a

graphs taken during the wedding. Before
the wedding the couple had granted the
exclusive rights to take and publish pho-
tographs of the wedding to the publishers
of OK.r magazine for a fee of f I million.
The contract also provided that the cou-
ple could exercise strict control over the
selection of the photographs destined for
publication. However, a paparazzo had,
without the knowledge of the couple,
gained access to the proceedings, taken
photogmphs without consent and oHered
them for sale to various publishers. The
publishers of He//o/ magazine eagerly
snapped up the photographs. The end re-
sult was that, after an ebert to obtain an
injunction Bom the publishers of .17e//o/

was tuned down,39 the issue of .17e//o/

with the unauthorised photogmphs of the
wedding was published on the same day
as the issue of OK/ with the authorised
photogmphs.

bon without authority, will be in breach
of duty if he uses or publishes the infor-
mation to the detriment of the owner. We

have used the term "the owner" loosely.

He consequently found no reason to set
aside the trial Gout's findings regarding
damages and putative license fees. He
added that the couple had a strong case,
that their initial application for an injunc-
tion should have been successful and that

damages in these circumstances could not
be an adequate remedy.o

But the court rdected the claims of OK./
as the court believed that conhdentiality
only existed with respect to the authorised
photographs and that no such obligation in
respect of the unauthorised photographs
could be found. In addition OK;r could not
prove that He//o/ had published the unau-
thorised photographs with the intention of
interfering in the business interests of aK/
or to prqudice OK/.'s On flu'ther appeal
the former House of Lords was requested
to reconsider the claims of OK/ against
those of .17e//a/,a but .fle//o/ accepted the
ruling of the Court of Appeal with respect
to the claims of the couple.

England

Questions with regard to the nature and
extent of media rights in sport as such have
never served before the English courts.
Nevertheless, it is oren indicated3' that, as
a result of thejudgments in Ozzr ZhgP ' and

c/aria Park Racing,32 English law does
not acknowledge that there is any proprie-
tary interest inherent in sport and that me-
dia rights in sport as such therefore cannot
exist.33 in accordance with this approach
sports broadcasts in English law are there-
fore controlled by the person who holds
the keys to the stadium.x Media rights are
created and managed by contract only. By
exercising control over access to the sta-
dium, stadium owners, sports federations,
sports clubs, sports leagues or promoters
also control who would be in a position
to broadcast the specific sports event." By
printing a restraint on tickets to an event
which prohibits ticket holders 6'om dis-
seminating any images, photogmphs or
other information conceming the sports
event, the exclusivity of the media rights
can be protected.36

Tbhe couple and OK/ instituted claims
against, amongst others, .FJe//a/ and the
paparmzo involved and the court of first
instance found in favour of the claim-
ants.40 On appeal the Court of Appeal
upheld the judgment in so fm as it related
to the demands of the couple. Lord Phil-
lips ruled that the taking and publication
of the unauthorised photographs alone
had violated the couple's privacy.'' But
more importantly for this discussion, Lord
Phillips also examined the actions of the
respondents to the extent that the taking
and publication of the unauthorised photo-
graphs had jeopardised the couple's con-
tmct with the publishers of OK/. He ruled
that the couple had taken reasonable steps
to restrict access to the wedding as well
as to limit the taking and publication of
photogmphs, that the publishers of .f7e//a/
had been aware that the couple were intent
on the commercial gain to be made from
the privacy of their wedding and publica-
tion of authorised photographs, that the

publishers of .f/e//o/ had been aware that
the photographs had been taken without
consent and that they had nevertheless
published the unauthorised photographs.42
Lord Phillips summarises the English law
in this regard as follows.43

In a majority decision the House of Lords
held that the claim of OX./ was concemed
with the protection of confidential com-
mercial information. The publication of
the unauthorised photographs by .f7e//a/
had violated this confidentiality. This situ-
ation therefore entitled OKI/ to damages
and the amount ofjust more than f I mil-
lion, which the trial court had originally
granted, was therefore appropriate.

Lord Hofmann explained that firstly it
was of no importance that the confiden-
tial information had any bearing on the
personal life of the couple. It may as well
have been information about anything else
for which a newspaper would be willing
to pay.47 What is important is that the cou-
ple had arranged their wedding in such a
way that they could achieve confidential-
ity and would be able to control the flow
of information. There is no reason why the
couple could not use that confidentiality
to exclusively release specific infomiation
like photogmphs to OKI.r for publication,
in which case the specific photographs
would also become confidential infomia-
tion with a commercial value to OK/. The
manner in which .fle//o/ had obtained the

unauthorised photographs was a clear vio-
lation of the confidentiality and the later
publication of the authorised photographs
could not undo this violation.4a in addition,

Just as the ladies' dog shown ' a century
ago provided an indication of how the
early disputes regarding media rights in
sport would have been decided, a more
recent unusual case gave an indication
that English law may have moved on &om
that position. It seems that future disputes
regarding media rights could move in a
direction where a protectable proprietary
interest inherent in sport and the attendant
media rights could indeed be recognised.
The case of Doug/as v He//o/ Z,fd8 dealt
with the wedding of two famous movie
stars, Michael Douglas and Catherine
Zita-Jones, and the publication of photo-

Where an individual(the owner) has at
his disposal information which he has cre-
ated or which is private or personal and to
which he can properly deny access to third
parties, and he reasonably intends to profit
commercially by using or publishing that
information, then a third party who is, or
ought to be, aware of these matters and
who has knowingly obtained the informa-
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Lord Brown opined that the publication
of the authorised photographs was only a
partial disclosure of the wedding and that
it therefore did not remove or set aside the

confidentiality of the wedding itself and
by implication that of other photographs
of the wedding.49

enter, under what conditions the premises
may be entered and to whom access can
be refused.s7 This means that a sports club,
as the occupier of a sports stadium, may
reserve the right of admission and may
set conditions such as charging admis-
sion before anyone may enter the relevant
premises. It includes the power to reserve
access to the media and to charge fees for
the provision of so-called Hdlybn#mchfe
or radio rights, as well as Fernse/zrec/z/e
or television rights.s8 The terminology is
somewhat misleading because granting
approval for broadcasting of a sports event
is not legally considered as the transfer
of any rights, but would be derived from
lawful occupation of the premises if the
organizer of the event authorised certain
media networks to access the premises
and stipulated that it would endure their
particulu disturbances on the premises.s9

But the broadcast of short video clips de-
picting only a few scenes from a match or
event does not constitute wrongful com-
petition with the sports league and is not a
violation of any other rights of the sports
league, even if the video clips are posted
on an internet website that relies on adver-
tising to generate income.u in addition art.
5 of the Ru/z(#hn kx/aa/sverfrag or state
broadcasting agreement stipulates that tel-
evision networks may freely compile and
transmit footage for use in short news fea-
tures of events that are open to the public
and elicits some general interest.

Lord Hofftnann further explained that the
information was worthy of protection, not
because it would aHect the image or pri-
vacy of the couple, but simply because it
was infomiation of commercial value over
which the couple had exercised sufficient
control to make it confidential.so Lord
Brown added that the couple, regardless
of any right to privacy, was entitled to
transfer their exclusive rights for taking
and publishing photographs relating to
the marriage. As OK! had paid to acquire
those exclusive rights, they should be able
to protect those exclusive rights and ob-
tain the necessary legal remedy.s'

The Netherlands

The position in The Netherlands is simi-
lar. In a dispute between the .Kblz/nk/gXe
Nedertandse %etbatbora(KNOB) md
the Nedertandse Omroep Stichting(NOS)
regarding the charging of media fees to
broadcast football matches, the .17oge
RaacF5 in The Netherlands ruled that com-
petitions organized by the KNVB are held
in stadiums or on private premises organ-
ized in such a manner that they are acces-
sible to the public, but in order to obtain an
income 6om such matches, only against
payment of gate fees. Part of what makes
attending matches attractive to the public
can be provided by television and radio
broadcasts and depending on the extent of
the broadcast a more complete picture of
the match can be shown, and if not coin-
ciding with the match itself. it can follow
shortly thereaRer. As a result it may be ex-
pected that a portion of the public could
choose to watch the broadcasts instead

of attending the match concemed. In this
regard it is to be expected that the KfWB
and the clubs will only give permission for
broadcasts on payment of a reasonable fee
and will prohibit such activities as far as
practically possible in the absence of pay-
ment. In principle the KNI''B and the clubs
may attach restrictions to the permission
to access the stadium or match premises,
thus using the powers deriving Rom their
ownership or user rights of such stadium
or premises.

However the Bundesgerichfs/z(d in a
case'o pertaining to cartel activities around
the central marketing of television rights
for home matches in the European football
\eagles by the Deutsclier Fussbalt-Budd,
gave an indication that spore clubs indeed
could have proprietary interests in the
matches which they organised. The court
held that every football club promoted
the marketability of its club and thus was
the sole holder of the Hermar&zingsrech/e
or marketing rights of the club. Matches
are ananged with much zeal and financial
inputs Rom the home clubs. Home clubs
provide the stadiums with all their facili-
ties. ensure that tickets for the matches
are sold, control the access and egress
of spectators as well as the sale of mer-
chandise, food and drinks on the prem-
ises. In addition the players, coaches, as-
sistants and managers of the home club,
just as those of the visiting club against
whom they play, create the product which
stimulates the interest of the spectators.
Consequently the home clubs are, at least
from a competition law point of view, the
original co-owners(with their opponents
in every match) of the marketing rights
with respect to every home match the club
presents.o ' This allows clubs to protect the
marketing rights under art. 823 ( 1) (liabil-
ity for damages) and art. 826(wilful dam-
age caused contrary to public policy) of
the Btirgerliches Gesetzbuch.6z 'l. he Bun-
desgerich/s/zof also held that an enterprise
which printed and distributed programme
booklets regarding various sports events,
wrongfully competed with the organisers
of boxing toumaments who planned to sell
their own programme booklets to specta-
tors before and during toumaments.03

If the couple is replaced with a sports club,
the wedding is replaced with a sports event,
the photographs are replaced with images
and the magazines are replaced with media
networks, the ruling of Lord Phillips in the
Court of Appeal ': together with the judg-
ments of Lords Hofllnann and Brown in
the House of Lords,s3 give a clear indica-
tion that a sports club, according to Eng-
lish law, has a commercial interest in the
matches that it organises, that the sports
club can control die flow of infomtation
regarding the matches and that such con-
trol will mean that information regarding
a match is confidential. A sports club can
also grant a media network the exclu-
sive right to disseminate information of a
match in the form of images or the broad-
cast of live commentary. The rulings of
Lords Hofhnann and Brown in the House
of Lords54 would imply that a media net-
work which had acquired such exclusive
rights could in English law protect these
rights from infringement by competitors.

Germany

Gemian law regarding media rights in
sport is at first glance remarkably similar
to English law. Media rights in sport are
derived from die so-called .17azzsrec/zf or
(house) occupier's rights which are rec-
ognised under the protection of ownership
in Bush 3 Abs lof the Barger/aches Ge-
se#buch.55 German law does not recog-
nise media rights in sport as such,s6 but
the occupier's rights allow the owner or
occupier of premises to decide who may

The K-NP'B can therefore claim protection
with respect to the broadcasting of match-
es. Tlds means that if someone broadcasts

whole or partial matches without the nec-
essary consent, they do so wrongfUly.
News releases to keep the public abreast
of developments during matches, as well
as reports that describe the progress of the
game acer the conclusion of the match are
not a6ected by this.06
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This ruling would later bring the KIA/rB
in conflict with one of the leading football
clubs in the Netherlands when Feyenoord
violated the .K:NTB rules and decided to

market the media rights to all their home
matches in Z)e Kzap stadium individually
and made no payments to the KATKB in this
respect. The K?V}'B was of the opinion that
the media rights of all the matches being
played in the KNPIB leagues collectively
belonged to the K/V}'B and all the clubs.
The .f7oge RaacP7 was called upon to re-
consider the ru]ing in ]VOf/KNI,H8 and
found that the responsibility for arrang-
ing matches mostly rested with the home
clubs and that the home clubs largely car-
ried the economic risk of the matches.
Consequently the media rights for football
matches belong to the home clubs and
neither the ruling in NOS}KN'l 'Ba9 nor the
mere fact that the J(WB had for dozens of
years collectively traded the media rights,
meant that the KNOB was jointly entitled
to the media rights. The media rights also
do not belong to the players and the grant-
ing of media rights does not violate the
porfrefrec/z/en or image rights of players
because players are firstly well compen-
sated for their services and secondly the
players participate in football matches as
members of a specific club's team.7'

place where an entrance fee is charged and
the telecast is produced using equipment
stationed outside the premises. It was a
rather half-hearted attempt at reform since
art. 115 only referred to telecasts(and thus
did not prohibit radio or other broadcasts)
and only prevented someone hom taking
images outside the sports field for telecast-
ing(and thus did not cover taking unau-
thorised footage inside the stadium). The
article did not acknowledge that there was
any proprietary interest vested in a sports
event and therefore as far as this aspect is
concemed, the legal position laid down
in Hc/aria Par#76 was not aHected. This
law was repealed in 1992n and although
the B/oaclcasring Services Hcf78 contains
various provisions regarding spurn pro-
grammes79 and sports channels80, there is
no provision which acknowledges a pro-
prietary interest in a sports event as such.
This means that the finding in Hc/aria
Parka ' still contains the prevailing prin-
ciples in accordance with which media
rights are handled in Australian law.

professional league. The league may then
exploit the audio-visual media rights for
the benefit of all the clubs in the league.83
Professional leagues may commercially
trade the audio-visual rights subject to any
restrictions which the French parliament
may impose. Tbe rights must be bundled
and granted for a limited period, taking
into account competition law.84

Joumalists and employees of print as well
as electronic media have aee access to
sports events, subject to considerations of
public safety and the capacity of the prem-
ises to accommodate them.is Sports fed-
erations may compile their own rules re-
garding access to information. These rules
must be presented to the Cansef/ supdrfeur
de/'aud:ovisue/ or administrative author-

ity for electronic media for approval.80
T'he rules must specify which restrictions
apply to a specific event as well as which
areas are available for use by journalists
and employees of the media.87 Represent-
atives of the electronic media to whom no

media rights had been sold, may not take
images of the event or match itself without
the consent of the organiser.'*France

The French were more cautious when they
embarked on the process to extensively
legislate for the control of media rights in
sport. Art. L333 of the Code du Sport rec-
ognises media rights or more specifically a
duff d'exp/alfafion or the right to exploit
a sports event. The article determines that
sports federations as well as some organ-
izers of sports events are the owners(p/o-
prfdlafres) of the relevant media rights
regarding the sports events or competi-
tions that they oiganise. The organisers to
whom it refers are any natuml person or
juristic person, other than a sports federa-
tion, who oganises a sports event where
the prize money or other prizes exceed the
value prescribed by the minister respon-
sible for sport. Art. L331 -5 requires that
consent to broadcast such an event must

be obtained from the relevant sports fed-
eration. The Code da Sport does not de-
fine the precise extent of the media rights,
but audio-visual exploitation is mentioned
while art. L333-1-1 states that it may also
include the right to authorise betting on
the relevant matches. In addition the CONF

de Casa//on ruled that media rights also
include the distribution of photographs of
a sports event.w

The sale of media rights may not prevent
other electronic media services from pro-
viding information to the public. Neither
the purchaser nor the seller of the media
rights may prevent other media networks
6-om utilising brief excerpts from the
right holder's footage free of charge for
this purpose.8P Such excerpts must iden-
tify and acknowledge the rights holder of
the material. The sale of media rights ftu-
ther does not prevent the live or deferred
broadcasting of match commentary on the
radio.90

In addition the court in J(/WB/{f'Wenoord '
held that the KNVB rules which required
the joint marketing of media rights and ef-
fectively appointed the KNVB as "a "cen-
Ha/ sa/es (Z@ce '"', are in contravention of
applicable competition laws. At the same
time the court came to the conclusion that

the verdict in NOf/WWZ in no way in-
dicated that media rights could not be a
protectable proprietary interests under art.
3:6 of the Burger/## Mefboek. The impli-
cation is that when sports broadcasts take
place without the authorisation of the or-
ganizer, the media network involved could
be guilty of a wrongful act in accordance
with art. 6:162 of the Bu/Xer/#k We£6oe#
and may accordingly be held accountable.

South Africa

The issue concerning the nature of media
rights has not yet been put to South Af-
rican courts. As previously stated, neither
the Roman law nor the Roman-Dutch law
recognised any protectable proprietary in-
terest inherent in sport. Moreover, there
is no statutory provision in South Africa
which describes or safeguards any propri-
etary interest in sport. Consequently it is
sometimes stated that there is no basis in
South African law on which media rights
in sport can be recognised.Pi Therefore
there is no direct way in which sports
events can be protected against unauthor-
ised transmissions.92

Australia

In contrast the Australian authorities,
partly in response to Hcforfa Park,'3 but
mainly with a view to the games of the
sixteenth Olympiad which would take
place in Melboume in 1956, sought to
obtain greater clarity regarding broadcast-
ing rights in sport through legislation. The
Broadcasrfng 4c/74 was amended75 by add-
ing art. 115 which prohibited the telecast
of a sports event if the event was held at a

Any sports federation may in part or in
full h'answer their audio-visual media
rights with respect to any particular sea-
son to sports clubs which participate in a The position is that media rights are mere
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personal rights which are exclusively cre-
ated and regulated by contract and that
protection must be indirectly created
through normal contractual remedies and
the common law ownership or occupier's
rights that a sports club may have in re-
spect of a sports stadium.93 Through the
exercise of access control to the stadium,
sports clubs can control who would be in a
position to broadcast the particular sports
event.w

as such exist, there can consequently
be no legitimate interest which can be
protected through a restraint of trade.
In addition, the courts have found that
the mere limitation or exclusion of
competition is not a legitimate interest
which could be protected by means of
a restraint of trade.99 This means that

restrictions which are printed on en-
try tickets will be unenforceable and
will not necessarily be able to prevent
spectators from producing any images,
taking photographs or disseminating
other information regarding the sports
event.

and cost contract, coach and remunerate
players, referees and other officials, make
stadiums with all their facilities available
and maintain them, see to it that entry
tickets are sold for the matches and con-

trol the entry and egress of spectators on
the premises in the interest of public order
and security.

Sports bodies primarily have five sources
of income Bom which expenses with re-
spect to sports events can be recovered:

A contract for the allocation of media
rights in general provides that a media
house agrees to pay an agreed amount to
the organiser of a sports event in exchange
for the organiser's consent to provide a
measure of exclusive access for the par-
ticular media house so that die media
house can provide live or deferred cov-
erage of the match by mdio, television,
the intemet or otherwise.9s According to
this view it is possible to protect the ex-
clusivity of the media rights by limiting
the access of other media houses and by
stipulating on the entry tickets that ticket
holders are prohibited from disseminating
any images, photogmphs or other infor-
mation about the sports event.

govemment subsidies,
gate fees,
commercial sponsorships,
merchandising, and
media rights.

3 The approach that media rights depend
on access control provides no protec-
tion where a particular sports event,
like the Comrades Marathon, takes
place in public facilities. In such cases
the organiser cannot claim any owner-
ship or occupier's rights and therefore
entry cannot be reserved.

If sports bodies are unable to protect
these resources, professional sport(and
many amateur sports) simply would not
be possible. Government subsidies con-
tribute less than one percent to the total
revenue of sports federations in South
Afticaioi and therefore other sources must

be sought. Gate fees are protected by the
general principles of property law accord-
ing to which the right of admission can
be reserved,'02 merchandise is protected
in semis of tmdemark law,:03 the common
law prohibition on passing ofP04 and as-
similation''s and statutory measures aimed
at counterfeit goods'oo, while commercial
sponsorships can be protected against il-
licit advertising by implementing statuto-
ry measures against ambush marketing."'

The analysis also creates an absurd situa-
tion: if someone for example buys a watch
(or any other item) for € 50 and a third
person in&inges on the purchaser's prop-
erty rights, the buyer would have property
law and other civil remedies at his dispos-
al to protect his interests. If a media net-
work pays hundreds of millions of euros
for exclusive media rights in sport, and a
third person info'inges on the exclusivity,
there is according to this point of view, no
legal remedy at the disposal of the media
network to protect that investment. Or, if
someone hastely takes a photograph with
a mobile phone and a third party publishes
the photograph without authorisation, the
person who had taken the photograph '"
has statutory and other civil remedies at
his disposal to protect his copyright and
related rights. If a sports club, however,
spends millions of euros and expends
thousands of hours of labour to make a
sports event possible, and a third party
broadcasts the event without the required
authority, there is in accordance with this
point of view no remedy at the disposal of
the sports club.

This analysis poses three insurmountable
problems.

l The view that media rights are mere
personal rights that arise by contract
means that the general principles of
the law of contract would apply to me-
dia rights. The most important of these
is the doctrine of privily of contract
in terms of which only the parties to
the contract are genemlly bound to the
terms of the contractual obligations.90
Consequently the granting of media
rights by contract will only be bind-
ing on the parties to the contract, while
third parties who also want to broad-
cast the particular match will not be
bound by the particular contract and
can therefore not in this way be pre-
vented from broadcasting the match or
event.

To still maintain that media rights can-
not as such be legally protected is just not
tenable, especially if one considers that
sports federations in South Africa eam
about 60% of their revenue from the trad-
ing of media rights. Media networks like
Supersport for example pay hundreds of
millions of euros annually in television
rights for various sports.i08 Media net-
works clearly make huge investments in
sport and professional as well as amateur
sport will barely be able to survive with-
out these investments.

2 Any restriction prohibiting ticket hold-
ers h'om disseminating any images,
photographs or other information per-
taining to the sports event would in-
fringe on the common law 6eedom
to trade and therefore constitutes a
restraint of trade.97 A restraint of trade

is only valid if the restraint is aimed
at protecting a legitimate interest.98 if
there is no proprietary interest inherent
in sport and if no media rights in sport

Moreover there is also a greater public
interest which has to be considered. Sport
fulfils various socio-economic and po-
litical functions in our society.i09 One of
these is the promotion of fitness and pub-
lic health, which in tum aims to promote
productivity and reduce the demands on
public health services.''' Sport also overs
the opportunity to grow a sense of national
unity, especially in a country like South
Africa that has a sad history of division.

It is simply not tenable in a modem legal
system that someone can simply feed on
the labour and investment of another by
enectively depriving him of the fruits of
his labour and investment. The point is
that sports bodies bear the financial and
other risks for the sports events which
they organism. And as courts elsewhere
have indicated, sports events are only pos-
sible if sports bodies with great diligence
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One needs only to refer to the iconic oc-
casion when president Nelson Mandela,
during the final match of the Rugby World
Cup in 1995, wore a Springbok jersey
with captain Francois Pienaar's number 6
on the back, to really understand the clear
impact of sport in this regard. In addi-
tion, sport makes a real contribution to the
economy and the creation ofjobs."' Sport
annually contributes about R 6 billion
(approximately € 400 million) in direct
spending to the South African economy.itz
But some big sports events in themselves
make a huge impact:

fully analysed, a clear answer for the rec-
ognition and protection of media rights in
sport, can be derived in South Altican law.
As already explained above, the protec-
tion of media rights in sport in the United
States is based on the principles relating
to wrongful competition and in the United
States there is a close link between the

recognition of media rights in sport by the
courts in some states, and each individu-
al's common law right of publicity which
is derived from the right to privacy in
various states. The basis for the protection
of the right of publicity in terms of these
principles is solely the financial interests
which the individual has in his image':*
while media rights in sport, just like the
publicity rights of every individual, in the
United States in general, are protected un-
der the principle that everyone is entitled
to protect their name, reputation, goodwill
and business interests against wrongful
competition.ii9

any other tmde asset, like confidential in-
formation, on the other hand. Judge Van
Dijkhorst in fact explainstz4 that the mis-
use of confidential information or trade
secrets in itself. would also constitute an
in#ingement of goodwill. Consequently,
there is no underlying diHerence between
the abuse of confidential information and

misuse of goodwill. Eventually both boil
down to speci6c forms of unlawful com-
petition. The questions then are:

Is the goodwill attached to a specific
sports event not an asset which has been
developed with zeal and ingenuity by
the relevant sports federation?
Is the progress of the game and the run
of play where the right of access to the
stadium is reserved, not confidential in-
formation?

the rugby tour of the British and Irish
Lions in 2009 attracted about 37,000
tourists to South A&ica and in six weeks

contributed about R 1.5 billion(ap-
proximately € 100 million) to the gross
domestic product of South Afhca;i '3
the dress rehearsal for the FIFA World
Cup, the Confederations Cup, also held
in 2009, attracted some 15,000 visitors
to South Af'ica and contributed approx-
imately R 700 million(approximately €
55 million) to the economy;t ''
in the same year the Indian Premier
League cricket tournament was moved
to South Afnca as a result of security
fears surrounding the general elections
in India. This toumament contributed

about R I billion (approximately € 80
million) to the economy;''s
the FIFA World Cup held in 2010 at-
tracted an estimated 400,000 tourists to
South AfHca who contributed about R
12 billion (approximately € I billion) to
the gross domestic product.'''

The customers of a sports federation are
to a large extent the spectators who follow
the fortunes of their favourite sports teams
with great enthusiasm. Media networks
compete directly with sports federations to
acquire the patronage of these spectators.
Spectators who pay gate fees to attend a
game, in general do not follow the game
on television or radio, while sports enthu-
siasts who follow sports on television or
radio usually do not pay gate fees at the
stadium. Is the unauthorised broadcasting
of a sports event then not also a clear vio-
lation of the sports federation's goodwill?

The principles regarding wrongful com-
petition can be applied to recognise and
protect media rights in sport in South Af-
rican law. The law has long since recog-
nised that every business has a subjective
right to goodwill.i20 A sports federation as
an enterprise thus also has the subjective
right to goodwill. This goodwill is notjust
a mere manifestation of the reputation of
the company. Reputation is primarily a
personality interesti2i, but goodwill is in-
deed a proprietary interest which is vested
in the estate of the relevant company.iz2
Goodwill is probably the most important
asset of any business, because without the
ability to attmct customers no company
would be able to exist meaningfully.

In addition to the proprietary interest in
goodwill, there are also personality inter-
ests at stake.l:' Especially for the purpose
of this discussion it is of the utmost im-
portance that it is not only natural persons
who have personality rights, but juristic
persons like companies, in so far as it is
appropriate, have personality rights like
reputation and identity.i2a

When one considers that all these events

occurred during the worst economic crisis
since the Great Depression, the figures are
stunning. To this must be added the jobs
which were created directly or indirectly
as a result of the above-mentioned sports
events in the construction industry, the
tourism industry and other fields. Then
it is clear that it is in the public interest
to protect sport as an economic industry.
'rtiis can only be done if the investments
that make sport possible are also protect-
ed

Goodwill is an immaterial asset in the pat-
rimony of an enterprise just as confiden-
tial infomlation or trade secrets would be
immaterial assets for such an enterprise.
As Judge Diemont explained regarding
the latter'a, a company acts unlawfully
when it uses confidential information,
which a competitor had developed with
great diligence and skill, for its own ben-
efit. The unauthorised use of confidential

information involves usurping a commer-
cial asset which is the result of the dili-
gence and skill of another. According to
Judge Diemont it is difficult to see how
such presumption would in principle dif-
fer eom the case where someone steals

merchandise from a shop. If it is estab-
lished that goodwill is an asset, there can
surely in principle not be any diHerentia-
tion between the wrongful use of goodwill
on the one hand and the wrongful use of

It is a matter of fact that the proprietary
interest in goodwill has a strong link with
the personality interest in reputation.i27
However, goodwill as well as reputation
is inextricably linked to identity. Goodwill
or reputation is after all meaningless if it is
not linked to a particular individual or en-
terprise which can be identified as such.i28
The unique attributes which underlie the
right to identity, are at the same time also
die characteristics which diHerentiate one

individual or enterprise with a particular
goodwill and reputation from another with
a diHerent goodwill or reputation.i29

The mere fact that there seems to be no
common law basis in South Attica for the

recognition of media rights in sport, does
not mean that such rights cannot be recog-
nised. The courts have an inherent power,
acer all, and in some cases a constitutional
duty:'' to develop the common law.

In this context identity refers to that
uniqueness or peculiarity which identifiesIf the position in the United States is care-
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a person or enterprise as an individual or
individualises it and diHerentiates it from
others. Identity includes the collection of
attributes which diHerentiates the indi-
vidual or enterprise hom others.i30 in the
case of an enterprise it firstly entails the
registered and common law trademarks of
that enterprise, but it entails much more.
For example, it includes the manner in
which stores are laid out -- one could for

instance enter any Mcdonald's fast food
outlet anywhere in the warm and immedi-
ately have a sense of familiarity. Identity
also involves the specific merchandise of
an enterprise and the manner in which it is
packaged. In the case of a sports federa-
tion the "merchandise" is the sports event
and the federation's identity is reflected in
the tournaments and matches which are

presented by that sports federation and
which set it apart from other sports fed-
erations. When one for example thinks
of the Intemational Olympic Committee,
it involuntarily conjures up the image of
the Olympic emblem of the five coloured
rings on a white background. At the same
time one thinks of the grand opening cere-
mony of the Olympic Games, the lighting
of the torch, the competition in a variety of
sports codes, the presentation of medals to
the winners and so on. These are all inte-

gral features of the identity of the Interna-
tional Olympic Committee. The same can
be said of other sports federations and the

tournaments they present.

These personality rights could also form
the basis for the recognition of a propri-
etary interest in sport. In South African
common lawt34 it is already accepted that
the violation of personality rights could
lead to financial loss and there is consider-

able authority that suggests that damages
in such circumstances may be granted to
an injured party whose personality rights
have been violated.i35

the photographer or artist has copyright
in respect of any photo or image that ap-
pears in the book and the publisher has the
copyright in the printed edition.t38 Just as
the relationship between the rightful own-
ers in the latter case is mutually regulated
by way of contract, the various sports bod-
ies that have an interest in a sports event
can contractually regulate the transfer of
media rights.

This has important implications regarding
the right to identity. As a personality right
is linked to the individual or company, it
cannot be traded, but as a proprietary right,
the right stands apart 6'om the individual
or company and in erect constitutes an
immaterial asset which can be traded.is6

It is important to note that media rights
in sport are not unlimited. In any action
taken as a result of the infringement of
a suUective right, a variety of conflict-
ing interests will have to be weighed up
against one another. When unauthorised
sports broadcasts occur, the goodwill,
reputation, right to identity and right to
freedom of association of the sports feder-
ation are oren weighed against the broad-
caster's right to freedom of expression. It
goes without saying that any unauthorised
sports broadcast has to be wrongful before
a sports federation can succeed with any
civil action against a broadcaster. There
are consequently some grounds of justi-
fication that could result in the unauthor-

ised broadcast of a sports event not being
wrongful. These grounds include, among
others, consentnP, truth and public inter-
esti40, fair commenti4iand parodyi42

The recognition and protection of a propri-
etary interest in sport can therefore legally
be derived from the recognition and pro-
tection of several related proprietary and
personality interests, namely goodwill,
reputation and identity.n7 Consequently
there is an important proprietary interest
which can be traded in order for a sports
federation to tramfer the so-called media
rights in an event exclusively to a particu-
lar media network. Where unauthorised
broadcasts in&inge on any of these rights
of the particular sports fbdemdon, it is
wrongful and the particular sports fed-
eration or other party concemed can take
steps in accordance with the ordinary civil
remedies to protect their interests. There
is then also a legitimate business interest
which may be protected by way of a re-
straint of trade by indicating on entry tick-
ets that spectators may not disseminate
any images, photographs or other infor-
mation regarding the match.

Consent as justification speaks for itseK,
not only because of the rule valenti non./it
I/zizfr&z, but also as the controversy regard-
ing media rights in sport mainly revolves
around the unau/#orised broadcasts. The
other grounds of justification, namely
truth and public interest, fair comment and
parody are similar to the grounds ofjusti-
fication such as news reporting which is
allowed elsewhere in the world regarding
sports events.":

The right to identity is violated if the
unique characteristics of a person are used
by another person for commercial- gain
without authorisation.i3iln addition to the

unauthorised use of the image of the indi-
vidual or company, such use primarily has
a commercial motive which is solely aimed
at promoting a product or service to recruit
patrons.i]2 This violation of the right to
identity is therefore primarily linked to the
unauthorised use of the individual or com-
pany's core chamcteristics with the inten-
tion of benefitting from it financially. The
unlawfulness in this case is mainly vested
in the violation of the right to freedom of
association and the commercial exploita-
tion of the individual or company.t33

If media rights in sport in South Africa can
be derived from the recognition and pro-
tection of goodwill, reputation and iden-
tity, the next logical question would be to
whom the rights belong. The answer is ob-
vious -- the spoils body whose goodwill,
reputation and identity are at stake but
in most sport there is not necessarily a sin-
gle interested party. In a Carr/e Cup rugby
match, for instance, the goodwill, reputa-
tion and identity of the home team and the
visiting team are involved. It also involves
the goodwill, reputation and identity of
the South AfHcan Rugby Union, who or-
ganises the Currie Cup competition.

Conclusion

Although there is no clear historical basis
for recognising a proprietary interest in
sport, it must be taken into account that
sport in earlier times was more of a pas-
time than an economic enterprise. Modem
sport has become a huge business which
makes an important contribution to the
world economy. As in any other industry,
sports fedemtions and sports clubs can
rely on goodwill which has been built up
with much expertise, diligence, Chart and
expense. It is consequently essential that
the law must develop to take these reali-
ties into consideration.

If it is established that every sports federa-
tion also has personality rights, and more
specifically a right to identity, there can
be no logical distinction between the case
where the image of an individual was used
without authorisation and the case where

broadcasts of a sports event took place
without the sports federation authorising
the use of its image.

But it is not strange that several parties
may have an interest in respect of the same
legal matter. When a book is published,
copyright in the text vests in the author,
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Modem sport is only possible as a result
of the huge invesunents media networks
make in sport due to the fees they pay for
the acquisition of media rights in sport.
Tbe goodwill that sports federations or
sports clubs accumulate and the astronom-

ical amounts of money media networks are
prepared to pay for the right to broadcast
sports events are a clear sign that a pro-
prietary interest in sport exists; that such
an interest can be traded by sports bodies;
and that the right should be legally pro-

tected in the hands of the particular sports
body or the media network to whom the
interest has been traded. For the sake of
convenience and in following the existing
practice in industry, the proprietary inter-
est could be referred to as "media rights'
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